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Gifted talents are not the only reason of success for most rewarded people in history.
They indeed possess the quality of determination. It is the determination combined with
avidness which makes success possible. I have had the opportunity to be grown up and live
with these qualities as my parents supported me in every determined decision, I made in order
to be successful in an extremely chaotic social environment. In this regard, my father turned
out to be one of the most important sources of inspiration for my father. He, a determined,
knowledgeable, and renowned chemist in Iran, made countless efforts to make chemistry
embodied with my life. If he had not been my permanent private tutor, I could not have been
able to transcend my knowledge of chemistry and turn my blurry image of future to a crisp,
sharp and vivid vision combined with realistic understanding of the steps to take. His
teaching was one of main reasons which made me more interested in chemistry day by day.
Hence, it was pretty expected that I can continue to my education of the field with a sufficient
background.
This background was a great help when I entered …….. university in Tehran, which
is known as one of top ranked universities in applied sciences and engineering. It was an
amazing event to be among the highest ranked students in the national entrance exam for the
universities. I made remarkable moments in during my days in ……………., leaving there
with great achievements and interest in analytical and physical chemistry. Despite my
chances to be admitted in analytical chemistry in MSc, but I decided that electrochemistry
suits my ambitions better as I could use my power in analytical and physical chemistry
simultaneously. Entering University of …………. by being ranked as the top 3 entered
students, provided one of the most desirable opportunities to follow my dreams. Indeed, one
of these great opportunities was working with Prof. Gobal whom I have known as the most
popular and knowledgeable chemistry professor in Iran and certainly, …….. University.
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The described above opportunities, created the foundations to make my PhD period
full of prosperity. My researches on a new source of energy such as super capacitors and
semiconductors was so intriguing to the ministry of energy (MOE) that I had a chance to
work there and create further opportunities for myself. I zealously engaged in environmental
science and environment concept in the industry regarding the power plants. All of researches
and background in environmental sciences, helped to be assigned as the Chemistry and
Environment Expert firstly in ……. Holding and secondly in …….. Company in which I still
hold the position.
Working as a project manager of acidic treatment of turbine blades in …….. Turbine
Maintenance Company did not stop me to be far from my first and foremost love, learning
more and more about chemistry. Therefore, I became a teaching assistant in ………
university for seven years. It is safe to say that during those years, I published three journal
articles and participated in domestic and international conferences for five times. I found
these conferences as a great chance to polish my knowledge, learn new things, satisfy my
communicative personality and enhancing vocational skills. By improving my academic
skills in the field, I believe I can be an expert in environment issues in the industry from both
vocational and academic aspects after finishing my studies. It will be a wish fulfillment since
my childhood to see ten years of working and many studies are showing their results.
It is my desire, about which I am suspicious to be ever full filled, to be an expert in
the environmental issues which is a great help to my contributions to the problems of my
country and industry overall. I was graduated from the most prestigious Iranian university,
and the opportunities I found there, besides all the researches and my determination for
success, led me to decide that studying abroad is a right move in the right time for building an
even better future for myself.
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Regarding my decision to apply to the university of …………, it is safe to say that
my choice is based on long term observation of multiple universities and professors. So, I am
very conscious and determined about applying to this university as the professors and their
academic records are highly valuable and suited to my research background. Needless to say
that by being equipped with the latest and even futuristic analytical tools, the professors in the
university of …………. Can provide an excellent opportunity to learn more, conduct more
researches and contribute to the field more than ever. I am certain and highly determined that
working with professor……………. (or in the department of ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,) is the position that I
have always looked for.

